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Abstract
From a legal and economic perspective, the global financial crisis, terrorist attacks, wars, natural cata-
strophes, and COVID-19 all have one thing in common: they are potentially ‘material adverse change’
events. Such events are unpredictable and have severe consequences for the global economy. To help man-
age the fallout from such negative events, businesses in economically valuable and complex deals, such as
debt financing or mergers and acquisition (M&A) agreements, include special contractual risk allocation
provisions, called Material Adverse Change/Effect (MAC) clauses. The COVID-19 crisis has had a drastic
effect on M&A and debt financing deals, often leading to renegotiation and sometimes to litigation of
these agreements based on MAC clauses. Termination of such transactions via MAC clauses poses serious
risks, including those of causing a domino-effect in the market.

The effects of MAC clauses in debt finance (as opposed to M&A deals), however, have been largely
overlooked both in law and in finance. This paper is the first to investigate the pre-contractual (ex-
ante) and contractual (ex-post) effects of MAC clauses in commercial debt financing agreements. It pro-
poses a novel Multifunctional Effect Approach of MAC clauses in debt finance. This paper aims to explain
why the commercial parties attach high importance to these vague and uncertain MAC clauses in debt
financing agreements but hardly ever rely on them. First, the paper argues that apart from acceleration
of the credit facilities, MAC clauses have various beneficial effects, such as screening. Secondly, MAC
clauses should be regarded not only as mechanisms to solve information asymmetry but also have the
following effects: improving governance, decoupling debt, providing restructuring impulses, countering
uncertainty, signalling with acceleration. Potentially, MAC clauses also have the effect of a penalty default
rule. The paper finds that despite these functions, the potential of MAC clauses in debt finance is not fully
utilised, due to the unique characteristics of debt finance. This significantly undermines the efficiency of
MAC clauses in debt finance, as lenders overprotect themselves by additionally relying on other contrac-
tual protection mechanisms and risk offsetting strategies for more efficiency.
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Introduction

From a legal and economic perspective, the global financial crisis, terrorist attacks, wars, natural
catastrophes, and COVID-19 all have one thing in common: they potentially count as ‘material
adverse change’ events. Such events are unpredictable1 and have severe consequences for the
global economy. To help manage the fallout from such negative events, businesses in economically
valuable and complex deals, such as debt financing or mergers and acquisition (M&A) agreements,
include special contractual risk allocation provisions, called Material Adverse Change/Effect
(MAC)2 clauses.

In commercial debt financing agreements, MAC clauses typically give the lender (or multiple len-
ders in syndicated financing) two options.3 First, they enable the lender to refuse to make further
advances of finance to the borrower.4 Secondly, MAC clauses allow the lender to cancel the commit-
ment to lend (ie termination of the facility, though often not of the contract itself) and accelerate
repayment.5 They allow the lender to exercise both options without incurring damages, upon the
occurrence of typically unforeseen events that significantly undermine the objective for entering
into the transaction.

These rights of the lender – to refuse to lend further or to demand early repayment – allow the lender to
renegotiate the financing agreement bywaiving the potential breachof theMACcondition.6 Such anoption
for the lender can be expressly included in the agreement. More often, however, the ability of the lender to
renegotiate comes on the basis that it can threaten to exercise its rights if there is no negotiated agreement.7

When the prospects for business are dark, these functions of MAC clauses are relied on to avert
disaster.8

1There is some debate about whether the pandemic was truly unpredictable.
2These two terms are used as synonyms in this paper.
3N Lalafaryan ‘Material adverse change uncertainty: costing a fortune if not corporate lives’ (2021) 21 Journal of Corporate

Law Studies 39 at 44–48, available at https://doi.org/10.1080/14735970.2020.1781484 (explaining that MAC clauses are widely
accepted in term loans, syndicated loans, sovereign loans, but they are less common in bonds and the reasons behind such
practice); PR Wood ‘Bondholders and banks – why the difference in protections? (2011) 6 Capital Markets Law Journal 188;
R Hooley ‘Material adverse change clauses after 9/11’ in S Worthington (ed) Commercial Law and Commercial Practice
(London: Hart Publishing, 2003) p 306.

4There are two possible routes why the triggering of a MAC clause in a financing agreement might entitle the lender to
refuse to make further advances of finance. First, MAC clauses often act as a condition precedent to the making of advances,
which is achieved through including a MAC event as a representation that is repeated on or before each drawdown (utilisation
of the loan), and the condition precedent is that all representations are true. The absence of a MAC is typically a condition
precedent to the first borrowing under the financing agreement. It may also be a condition precedent to subsequent borrow-
ings. The second reason is that if the occurrence of MAC event is an event of default under the financing agreement, this will
entitle the lender to cancel its commitment to provide finance.

5For an optional MAC as an event of default provision see The Loan Market Association ‘Senior multicurrency term and
revolving facilities agreement for leveraged acquisitions finance transactions (senior/mezzanine)’ 2018 (on file with the LMA)
at 194 (Clause 29.19), ‘Any event of circumstance occurs which the Majority Lenders reasonably believe has or is reasonably
likely to have a Material Adverse Effect’. The capitalised ‘Material Adverse Effect’ term may be defined as follows: ‘Material
Adverse Effect’ means a material adverse effect on:

The business, assets, operation, or financial condition of the Borrower; or
The ability of the Borrower to perform its payment obligations under the Finance Documents.

6The term ‘waiver’ in the financing context refers to the contractual right of the lender to remove the actual or potential
liability (default) of the borrower under the financing agreement.

7For a further discussion of the functions of MAC clauses in debt finance, see Lalafaryan, above n 3.
8See N Lalafaryan ‘Material adverse change uncertainty’ Oxford Business Law Blog (14 October 2020), available at https://

www.law.ox.ac.uk/business-law-blog/blog/2020/10/material-adverse-change-uncertainty; N Lalafaryan ‘The cost of uncer-
tainty about material adverse changes’ CLS Blue Sky Blog (8 September 2020), available at https://clsbluesky.law.columbia.
edu/2020/09/08/the-cost-of-uncertainty-about-material-adverse-changes/.
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The law-and-economics effects of MAC clauses in debt finance, however, have been largely over-
looked both in law and in finance. The existing influential literature9 has predominantly focused on
the use of MAC clauses in M&A agreements but has been silent on the important matter of the effects
of MAC clauses in debt finance.10 This paper is the first to examine the pre-contractual (ex-ante) and
contractual (ex-post) law-and-economics effects of MAC clauses in commercial debt financing agree-
ments. This paper aims to answer the following question:

Why, in addition to precisely drawn conditions and covenants, including financial covenants,
would the lender need to rely on vague and uncertain MAC clauses in commercial debt financing
agreements?

Thus, this paper studies the efficiency of MAC clauses in debt finance. The need for such research is
illustrated by the fact that major financing agreements have an immediate impact not only on the con-
tracting parties but also the other market participants, employees, customers, and society.11 The
importance of studying these effects of MAC clauses in debt finance is further reinforced by the
COVID-19-driven crisis which – arguably as a material adverse change – has highlighted the signifi-
cance of these clauses for debt finance and M&A.12

1. Scope, methods and findings

This paper examines the effects of MAC clauses in debt finance with regard to their functions as a
condition precedent to both initial and subsequent borrowing and as an event of default. The signifi-
cance of MAC clauses can be explained by studying their role in commercial debt financing contracts.
To investigate these, the paper proposes a novel Multifunctional Effect Approach of MAC clauses in
debt finance (the Multifunctional Effects Approach), which relies on a combination of solution-based
economic theories that aim to explain the potential effects of MAC clauses (as discussed later). The
paper argues that, apart from acceleration of the credit facility, MAC clauses have various ex-ante
and especially ex-post beneficial effects. This paper aims to explain the misunderstood and unrealised
nature of MAC clauses in debt finance and emphasises their potential role in orchestrating financing
deals and linked relations (ie those beyond the immediate financing deal).

The paper finds that it is the ex-post functions of MAC clauses that are most observable in
practice. Of those functions, some overlap with covenants (in particular, with financial

9Much of the academic scholarship on MAC is in the US M&A context. Yet MAC clauses are widely used and have caused
problems and uncertainties in many jurisdictions, including under English law. In the US context of MAC in M&A see R
Gilson and A Schwartz ‘Understanding MACs: moral hazard in acquisitions’ (2005) 21 Journal of Law, Economics &
Organization 330; RT Miller ‘The economics of deal risk: allocating risk through MAC clauses in business combination agree-
ments’ (2009) 50 William and Mary Law Review 2007; EL Talley ‘On uncertainty, ambiguity, and contractual conditions’
(2009) 34 Delaware Journal of Corporate Law 755; A Choi and G Triantis ‘Strategic vagueness in contract design: the
case of corporate acquisitions’ (2010) 119 Yale Law Journal 848; AA Schwartz ‘A standard clause analysis of the frustration
doctrine and the material adverse change clause’ (2010) 57 UCLA Law Review 789. See also RT Miller ‘A new theory of
material adverse effects’ (2021) 76 The Business Lawyer 749; G Subramanian and C Petrucci ‘Deals in the time of pandemic’
(2021) 121 Columbia Law Review 1405; M Jennejohn et al ‘Contractual evolution’ (2021) 89 University of Chicago Law
Review (forthcoming), available at https://scholarship.law.columbia.edu/faculty_scholarship/2750.

10To the best of our knowledge, MAC clauses in debt finance have been studied from a doctrinal perspective only. See
Lalafaryan, above n 3; R Zakrzewski ‘Material adverse change and material adverse effect provisions: construction and appli-
cation’ (2011) 5 Law and Financial Markets Review 344; Hooley, above n 3; F Khan ‘MAC clauses and contractual discretion’
(2020) 35 Journal of International Banking and Finance Law 659.

11The detailed discussion of externalities is beyond the scope of this paper.
12See eg Bardy Diagnostics v Hill-Rom, No 2021-0175, 2021 WL 2886188 (Del Ch Jul 9, 2021); Snow Phipps Group, LLC v

KCake Acquisition, Inc, No 2020-0282, 2021 WL 1714202 (Del Ch Apr 30, 2021); AB Stable VIII LLC v Mirae Asset Cap Co,
No 2020-0310, 2020 WL 7024929 (Del Ch Nov 30, 2020); Travelport Ltd & Others v Wex Inc [2020] EWHC 2670.
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covenants), which, coupled with other creditor protection mechanisms, such as representations
and warranties, show the tendency of lenders to overprotect. Often such overprotection is tech-
nical and sometimes it is also beneficial for the borrower, as it makes the loan cheaper. Such
lender overprotection could also cause creditor opportunism. What really distinguishes MAC
clauses from covenants is their adaptive nature and the opportunity to initiate an early interven-
tion. Financial covenants are tested periodically, whereas MAC clauses have no such requirement.
Moreover, compared to covenants, which primarily address moral hazard, MAC clauses also aim
to address uncertainty – they do not necessarily protect the parties from the risk; rather, they help
to manage the fallout.

The existence of relational finance, the lenders’ reputation in the market, risk-decoupling strat-
egies (such as loan transfers, hedging risk exposure), and increased market competition amongst
different types of lenders all combine to force both types of lenders to be careful before accelerating
finance on the account of a MAC as an event of default. Lenders are concerned about their market
reputation and ability to attract new customers. This important feature of debt finance is primarily
what makes MAC clauses application in debt finance different from their application in M&A (as
discussed later). This potentially also explains why during both the 2008 global financial crisis and
the ongoing COVID-19 driven crisis there was a spark of MAC litigation in M&A agreements, but
few, if any, in debt finance. The potential application of MAC clauses in debt finance has thus not
yet been fully realised. This significantly undermines the role and efficiency of MAC clauses in
debt finance, as lenders rely on other seemingly more efficient contractual protection mechanisms
to offset the risks.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Part 2 studies the common pre-contractual and
contractual problems of debt financing deals, by presenting the framework of commercial debt
financing agreements that commonly rely on MAC clauses. Part 3 introduces the Multifunctional
Effect Approach and outlines the proposed effects of MAC clauses in debt financing. Part 4 exam-
ines the potential role of MAC clauses as ex-ante screening devices. Part 5 investigates the ex-post
effects of MAC clauses outside and during financial distress. The final section provides a brief
conclusion.

2. Problems of financing deals

This part highlights the negative effects arising from the information asymmetry and uncertainty pro-
blems for the debt financing parties and the corresponding costs on society’s general welfare. The fol-
lowing analysis establishes the framework on which Part 3 relies to explain how MAC clauses could
contribute to solving both issues – information asymmetry and uncertainty. Prior to identifying
these problems, a diagram illustrating the scope of this paper is introduced.

(a) Scope and diagram of the financing deal

The analysis of MAC clauses in the context of commercial debt financing (term and syndicated loans)
encompasses both non-investment grade borrower and an investment-grade borrower. On the lender’s
side, other than a typical example of a single lender, this network can additionally encompass a syn-
dicate of lenders. Additional participants may include the borrower’s parent company, its other share-
holders, directors, guarantors, hedge providers, and other stakeholders. On the lenders’ side there may
be the lenders’ shareholders, directors, its creditors, and the lenders’ or, typically, the lead manager/
arranger, the agent bank, hedge providers, and other stakeholders. A diagram illustrating the relation-
ships is supplied in Figure 1.
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Following the timeline of debt financing deals, problems that are relevant for the analysis of the
effects of MAC clauses are shown in Table 1:

Based on the types of problems of the financing deals, they could be presented as: (a) the main
issues, between borrower and lender(s); and (b) the ancillary issues, between other corporate
constituencies.

(b) Adverse selection costs and finance for lemons

The first issue that could be induced by information asymmetry is adverse selection (hidden informa-
tion). In a debt financing deal, the information problem relates to the ability of the borrower to pay at
the agreed date. This is an essential element for calculating the expected profitability of lending. From
the perspective of the parties to the contract, adverse selection occurs if lenders do not possess essential
borrower-related information.13 From the market’s standpoint, there can be a related ‘lemons’ prob-
lem. As a result of adverse selection, high-quality borrowers might be discouraged from obtaining
financing, causing a potential collapse of such a market.14

If we view lenders from the perspective of investors, the goal of a lender when evaluating the poten-
tial financing of a borrower is to calculate whether the borrower is a worthy investment. Often lenders
succeed in gaining a sufficient amount of information to make a profitable investment decision. In
many cases, however, lenders do not have enough information on applicant-borrowers. This could
happen for several reasons, among which the most common is a borrower’s reluctance to voluntarily
disclose relevant information to the lender. Usually, it is in the borrower’s interest to disclose infor-
mation to achieve a low interest rate and less restrictive terms of financing. Yet such a full disclosure does

Figure 1. diagram of debt financing deal

Table 1. timeline of the problems

Problems at pre-contractual stage Problems at contract performance stage

– adverse selection (endogenous/issuer
credit risks)

– uncertainty

– debtor opportunism (issuer credit/moral hazard risks)
– creditor opportunism (moral hazard risks)
– uncertainty
– adverse selection: because debt contracts often have a
relatively long term

13PA Chiappori and B Salanié ‘Testing for asymmetric information in insurance markets’ (2000) 108 Journal of Political
Economy 56.

14G Akerlof ‘The market for “lemons”: quality uncertainty and the market mechanism’ (1970) Quarterly Journal of
Economics 488.
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not happenoften. Potential reasons fornot disclosing full information could result fromtheborrower’s con-
cern that the lendermight: (i) not lend to it; or (ii) lend onmore restrictive terms; or (iii) excessivelymonitor
the borrower’s activities; or (iv) later create hold-upproblems for the borrower. Another question iswhether
the disclosed information is credible. Even in those situations when a lender investigates the borrower’s sta-
bilityandprospects, often lendersdonot gain full access to information.This isnot always efficient andprac-
tically possible owing to time restrictions and excessive transaction costs.

Adverse selection is equally important for those strong borrowers that are interested in dealing with
established lenders.15 This means that in situations where there is hidden information present, often
strong borrowers will need an additional encouragement from reputational lenders to enter a business
relationship with them.

(c) Moral hazard costs

The second issue that could be induced by information asymmetry is moral hazard (the agency prob-
lem or hidden action). Moral hazard more often arises at a contract performance stage.16 The contrac-
tual parties often foresee the development of information asymmetries at an ex-post stage, even when
at an ex-ante stage, they seem not to exist.17

In a narrower sense an agency problem arises in a relationship or a contract that originates between
two or more parties, where one party (the agent) acts for and on behalf of the other party (the principal
or multiple principals).18 Their relationship, therefore, requires a certain delegation of decision making
to the agent.19 In a wider sense an agency problem occurs in ‘almost any contractual relationship, in
which one party (the “agent”) promises performance to another (the “principal”)’.20

Opportunistic behaviour in a financing deal is more typically displayed by the borrower. Sometimes
lenders will also have private conflicting benefits (eg whether to waive the borrower’s default and
renegotiate or not). This might cause the lenders to behave opportunistically (as discussed later). In
debt finance, conflicts of interest issues are problematic not only for a wealth transfer from the lenders
to the borrower but also since they generate overall efficiency losses as a result of potential borrower
opportunism.21 This adverse impact on the overall surplus should induce a unified interest of both the
lenders and the borrowers to ex-ante prevent such opportunism.22 As contractual counterparties out-
side the borrower’s financial distress, the lenders face the problem of being disfavoured by the bor-
rower due to its preference to act in the interests of its shareholders. Within financial distress, an
additional problem arises for the lenders as to the conflict of interest and the wealth expropriation
from one group of creditors to the other non-adjusting group.23 This is the case when there is a con-
flict of interest between different types of creditors. These agency costs of debt are increased with the
higher probability of the borrower’s default.24

15M Tröge ‘Monitored finance, usury and credit rationing’ (1999) WZB Discussion Paper, No FS IV 99-24.
16Chiappori and Salanié, above n 13.
17B Hölmstrom ‘Moral hazard and observability’ (1979) 10 The Bell Journal of Economics 74.
18E Fama ‘Agency problems and the theory of the firm’ (1980) 88 Journal of Political Economy 288.
19MC Jensen and WH Meckling ‘Theory of the firm: managerial behavior, agency costs, and ownership structure’ (1976) 3

Journal of Financial Economics 305 at 308.
20J Armour et al ‘Agency problems and legal strategies’ in R Kraakman et al (ed) The Anatomy of Corporate Law (London:

Oxford University Press, 3rd edn, 2017) at 29. See also MT Moore ‘Corporate governance, pay equity, and the limitations of
agency theory’ (2015) 68 Current Legal Problems 431.

21C Whitehead ‘The evolution of debt: covenants, the credit market, and corporate governance’ (2009) Cornell Law Faculty
Publications, Paper 879 at 645 ff.

22K Schmidt ‘The economics of covenants as a means of efficient creditor protection’ (2006) 7 European Business
Organization Law Review 89 at 91.

23J Armour et al ‘What is corporate law?’ in R Kraakman et al (ed) The Anatomy of Corporate Law (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017) p 109.

24M Bradley and M Roberts ‘The structure and pricing of corporate debt covenants’ (2015) 5 Quarterly Journal of Finance
1550001.
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If both adverse selection and moral hazard exist simultaneously, then lenders, as uninformed par-
ties, face a challenge. If at least one of these issues is addressed at an ex-ante stage, arguably, the efforts
of lenders with regard to contractual agency issues and, therefore, both ‘agency costs’25 and ‘principal
costs’26 at contract performance stage will be minimised. This is because lenders will then have more
information on how to tackle those. Although lenders might have an extensive market experience with
regard to the type of the financing and the industry specifics, this will usually not solve all adverse
selection problems. As argued in Parts 3 and 4, MAC clauses contribute to solving both issues.

(d) Endogenous and exogenous uncertainty

In a financing deal, it is important to stress the differences between the potential problems of moral
hazard and adverse selection as a result of information asymmetry, and those problems resulting from
endogenous and exogenous uncertainty. Uncertainty and systemic risks (both ex-ante and ex-post) do
not necessarily imply opportunistic behaviour on the part of the borrower or the lender.27 They are
often caused by external market shock rather than internal deal-related borrower or lender
opportunism.

The COVID-19 pandemic could be regarded as such an example, where it is the uncertainty in the
financial markets and not (necessarily) moral hazard or adverse selection on the borrower’s or seller’s
side that is the reason for potentially engaging MAC clauses, in debt finance and M&A agreements
respectively. Although market uncertainty risks might arise both at the ex-ante and ex-post stages,
for clarity, those will be analysed in the context of contract performance stage.

3. Multifunctional Effect Approach

This part identifies the ex-ante and ex-post effects of MAC clauses in commercial debt financing
agreements that will then form the basis of the proposed Multifunctional Effect Approach. This
novel approach aims to explain the potential efficiency of MAC clauses in commercial debt financing
agreements. This approach relies on solution-based economic theories (eg transaction costs, informa-
tion asymmetry, incomplete contracting, relational contracting, penalty default theory) to explain the
potential effects of MAC clauses.

The paper uses this approach to study both theoretical and practical effects of MAC clauses and to
explain the function of these effects, how they differ from those of covenants and where do these
effects overlap with those of covenants. This approach aims to answer the question whether there is
creditor overprotection in those cases where these effects overlap and why this overprotection is a
problem in law-and-economic terms. The subsequent analysis is organised around the effects of
MAC clauses as shown in Table 2:

The aim of this approach is to provide a comprehensive theoretical explanation of MAC clauses and
their role in debt financing agreements. The original contribution of the Multifunctional Effect
Approach is in the following. First, unlike the common misconception that MAC clauses in debt
finance exist solely for the benefit of the lenders, this approach identifies and expounds the potential
advantages (gains) of MAC clauses for the borrowers, shareholders of borrowers, and its other corpor-
ate constituencies. Secondly, on the lenders’ side, it provides a broader explanation of the benefits and
constraints of MAC clauses, not only for lenders themselves but also for their shareholders, creditors,
and other counterparties. Thirdly, it explains the effects of MAC clauses both within and outside
financial distress. Fourthly, this analysis also addresses the reputational, financial, and legal effects
of MAC clauses. Fifthly, the approach focuses both on deal-centric (immediate) and market-related

25Jensen and Meckling, above n 19.
26Z Goshen and R Squire ‘Principal costs: a new theory for corporate law and governance’ (2017) 177 Columbia Law

Review 767.
27P Demerjian ‘Uncertainty and debt covenants’ (2017) 22 Review of Accounting Studies 1156.
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(synthetic) implications of MAC clauses in debt finance. It illustrates that the effects of breaches and
financial distress due to MAC event of default in debt finance have wide implications, not only for the
parties to the deals themselves but also for market participants and overall economic stability. Sixthly,
this approach provides an explanation for the less frequent litigation (actual trial) of MAC clauses in
debt finance in practice. It predicts a continuation of the existing trend of litigation hold-up in the
future, justifying this with the factors of lender market reputation, the notion of repeat interaction
in the financing world (rare in M&A deals), and the establishment of relationship lending28 between
financing parties. Finally, it highlights and explains, where appropriate, the different natures of MAC
clauses in debt finance and M&A deals.

4. Quality warranty and insurance premium: ex-ante effect

This part explores the ex-ante effect of MAC clauses. One might be tempted to think that the sole
objective of MAC clauses, especially in debt finance, is in their role and effects during financial dis-
tress. This would be both too simplistic and ignore the economic reality behind them. The discussion
is formed around the screening effect of MAC clauses, which contributes to countering ex-ante
adverse selection.

(a) Screening via self-selection

Screening mechanisms are implemented to identify the informed party (eg potential borrowers) by
presenting them with alternative contract terms for specific transaction.29 This allows the uninformed
party (eg lenders) to extract information on the borrower, their preferences, and their limitations, and
forces the borrower to disclose information at an early stage of negotiations. This process of extracting
information by the uninformed parties (eg lenders) has been termed ‘screening via self-selection’.30

The instruments used for screening are referred to as ‘screening devices’.31 By choosing one of the
offered options that contain different terms, the informed parties (eg borrowers) are sorting them-
selves into respective categories of risk-bearers. Screening devices have been used in economics
from various perspectives (screening via price and quantity,32 screening via price and collateral33)
as a tool for the uninformed party (eg lender) to filter the informed party (eg borrowers).

Table 2. ex-ante and ex-post effects of MAC clauses

Pre-contractual (ex-ante) effect Contractual (ex-post) effects

1. Screening 1. Bonding, incentivising and disciplining borrowers

2. Addressing uncertainty and filling in gaps in incomplete contracts

3. Serving as a contractual debt restructuring regime impulse

4. Laying the ground for relationship lending;

5. Addressing creditor opportunism (over-protection);

6. From a functional perspective potentially acting as a penalty default rule; and

7. Signalling with acceleration.

28See S Baker and A Choi ‘Contract’s role in relational contract’ (2015) 101 Virginia Law Review 559 at 567.
29C Wilson ‘A model of insurance markets with incomplete information’ (1977) 16 Journal of Economic Theory 167.
30J Stiglitz ‘Self-selection and Pareto efficient taxation’ (1982) 17 Journal of Public Economics 213.
31J Stiglitz and A Weiss ‘Credit rationing in markets with imperfect information’ (1981) 71 The American Economic

Review 393; H Bester ‘Screening vs rationing in credit markets with imperfect information’ (1985) 75 The American
Economic Review 850.

32M Rothschild and J Stiglitz ‘Equilibrium in competitive insurance markets: an essay on the economics of imperfect infor-
mation’ (1976) 90 The Quarterly Journal of Economics 629.

33G Dell’Ariccia and R Marquez ‘Lending booms and lending standards’ (2006) 61 The Journal of Finance 2511.
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(b) The test of screening

This section examines how in a competitive credit market environment the uninformed lender could
differentiate between non-risky and risky borrowers.34 The ex-ante screening mechanism is employed
in the context of borrowers’ self-selection due to the screening effects of MAC clauses.

Often it is the lender who sends the first draft of the contract with a MAC package to the borrower.
More often, it is lenders who suggest the first initial framework. This is usually conducted in the form
of a term sheet at an earlier stage of the process, alongside a mandate letter and followed by a first draft
of a facility agreement at a later stage. Often, however, it is difficult in practice to distinguish who initi-
ates a certain action, especially given the long-term nature and timing of the negotiation process and
the relationship between the parties.35 The challenge that arises for a strong borrower at an ex-ante
stage is how to credibly prove its quality to the lender and be viewed as a worthy project.

Although screening by examining (eg lender’s due diligence) is the most common, simple way to
screen out the informed borrowers, it is rather costly.36 Despite certain access to information by the
lender, the information asymmetry is not fully eliminated. Often full inspection is practically impos-
sible in real life. Self-sorting via screening, for instance, via MAC clauses, is an alternative, more cost-
efficient mechanism, performing a screening function of risk-tolerance categories of the potential
borrower-applicants.

In financing agreements, the taxonomy of MAC clauses37 that can be used for screening the dif-
ferent categories of borrowers can be presented as shown in Table 3 below. Some examples of
MAC clauses are set out in Table 4.

Taking the example of negotiating the test of determining the occurrence of MAC (eg subjective
or objective) and the likelihood of its occurrence (eg future test MAC or past and present MAC), len-
ders could screen out different types of borrowers at the ex-ante negotiation stage. Usually, the MAC
definition including a subjective determination test by the lender, or the majority of lenders, may be
more favourable for the lender than the borrower. On the other hand, should the borrower find itself
in an adverse position, it could be favourable for the borrower from the perspective that such a sub-
jective decision shall be approved by the majority of the lenders of a consortium. Since there is no
‘one size fits all’ approach for the definition of the MAC, the riskier borrower will try to negotiate it
as narrowly as possible, preferring the material adverse effect to be on the ‘financial condition’. Such
a narrow definition arguably restricts the lenders’ discretion in determining what the ‘material
adverse change’ may be.38 The lender, in its turn, will opt for a broader category, insisting on
terms ‘prospects’ or ‘condition’. If the provision of MAC as an event of default already includes
an element of subjectivity, the borrower’s objection to the inclusion of the subjectivity element in
the definition of the MAC itself will be more successful. Moreover, in financing agreements, from
the borrower’s perspective, the higher the likelihood that the MAC will occur before the event of
default is triggered, the better.

Hence, categorising and ordering the MAC in terms of the likelihood of a MAC, from the most
favourable to the least favourable from the perspective of the risky borrower, could be as follows:
‘has’ → ‘will have’ → ‘is reasonably likely to have’→ ‘could be/have’ →‘may be’ → ‘might be/have’ a
Material Adverse Change. From the lender’s perspective the order would be the inverse: most likely
is least favourable, least likely most favourable. Such self-selecting screening could be used to acquire
information about the risk-tolerance of the borrower. In particular, as a result of screening borrowers’
types with MAC a separating equilibrium could be achieved, when the different types of borrower-
applicants will interpret the screening function of MAC in a different way. In other words, the riskier

34Ultimately the lender is interested in profit and being paid back is only secondary. But being paid back is relevant for
profit.

35B Salanié ‘The economics of contracts: a primer’ (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2nd edn, 2005).
36J Stiglitz ‘Information and economic analysis: a perspective’ (1985) 95 The Economic Journal 21 at 24.
37This taxonomy is not exhaustive, as commercial parties can modify the contractual language of MAC.
38See Re TR Technology Investment Trust plc [1988] 4 BCC 244.
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borrowers will opt to negotiate both the definition of the MAC and its determination test differently
from stronger borrowers. Such a distinction may help lenders to address some aspects of the adverse
selection problem at a pre-contractual stage.

5. Debt governance: ex-post effects

This part analyses the potential effects that MAC clauses have at a contract performance stage both
outside and during financial distress of the borrower. It does so by relying on the notion of debt (cred-
itor) governance.

Unlike traditional corporate governance, debt governance has not been at the centre of attention for
a long time.39 With the introduction of innovative mechanisms (such as securitisation, and credit
default swaps), the rise of professional expertise, intensified lender-competition, and an increased
number of alternative credit providers, the situation has gradually changed. Debt governance, as a
‘missing lever’40 of private corporate governance, has become essential not only for the private parties
to the financing deals but also for the wider market participants and the overall policymaking.

Interactive debt governance theory illustrates the ability of lenders to monitor and detect manager-
ial shirking.41 It also demonstrates the beneficial role of the lender’s exit decisions (via signal-exchange
and collaboration on penalising management) for the other stakeholders.42 In contrast to studies on
debt governance that primarily focus on financial distress, those principally studying the lenders’ influ-
ence on debt governance outside of the borrower’s distress suggest that private lenders overall demon-
strate better information, incentives, expertise, and enforcement powers than the shareholders and
thus better address managerial agency costs of debt.43

The creditor’s significant active role outside of the borrower’s financial distress has also been tested
empirically. Evidence from these studies indicates that efficient creditor control can promote
equity-focused corporate governance or even replace it.44 In the context of what constitutes debt gov-
ernance, it is not only monitoring that is crucial, but also the concessions granted by the lender to the
borrower.45 Effective creditor protection and governance are also important for a lower cost of credit.

Table 3. Taxonomy of MAC clauses in debt finance

(i) the standard of determination of its occurrence (objective MAC or subjective MAC that is determined by the lender(s)
or the majority of the lenders);

(ii) the area that needs to be adversely affected for the MAC clause to be triggered (adverse events in the position of
the borrower—business MAC—or market events adversely affecting the position of the borrower—market MAC);

(iii) the time of the occurrence of the MAC relating to the extent of reliance ( past and present MAC and future-test MAC);

(iv) the scope ofwhich issues theMAC covers (‘whatmust the effect be on?’: broadly defined MAC and narrowly definedMAC);

(v) the numerical threshold based on which the occurrence of the MAC is quantified by the parties (quantified MAC); and

(vi) the scope of the affected parties (covering the borrower or obligor, or the borrower’s group as a whole).

39F Tung ‘Leverage in the board room: the unsung influence of private lenders in corporate governance’ (2009) 57 UCLA
Law Review 115.

40DG Baird and RK Rasmussen ‘Private debt and the missing lever of corporate governance’ (2006) 154 University of
Pennsylvania Law Review 1209.

41G Triantis and R Daniels ‘The role of debt in interactive corporate governance’ (1995) 83 California Law Review 1073 at
1077.

42A Choi and G Triantis ‘Market conditions and contract design: variations in debt contracting’ (2013) 88 New York
University Law Review 51.

43See Tung, above n 39; Baird and Rasmussen, above n 40; Triantis and Daniels, above n 41.
44G Nini et al ‘Creditor control rights, corporate governance and firm value’ (2012) 25 Review of Financial Studies 1713.
45See L Gullifer and G Penn ‘The boundaries of a borrower’s freedom to act: negative covenants in loan agreements’ in P Davies

and M Raczynska (ed) Contents of Commercial Contracts Terms Affecting Freedoms (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2020) ch 8.
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Table 4. Examples of MAC clauses in debt finance

Objective MAC ‘Material Adverse Effect’ means, in relation to any event or circumstance or series of
circumstances, an effect which is materially adverse to:

(a) the operations, financial results or financial condition of the Borrower;

(b) the ability of the Borrower to comply with any payment or other material
obligation under a Finance Document; and/or

(c) the rights or interests of the Lender under the Finance Documents.

Subjective MAC ‘Material Adverse Effect’ means [in the reasonable opinion of the Majority Lenders] a
material adverse effect on:

(a) [the business, operations, property, condition (financial or otherwise) or
prospects of the Group taken as a whole; or

(b) [the ability of an Obligor to perform [its obligations under the Finance
Documents] / [its payment obligations under the Finance Documents and/or
its obligations under Clause 27.2 (Financial condition)]] / [the ability of the
Obligors (taken as a whole) to perform [their obligations under the Finance
Documents] / [their payment obligations under the Finance Documents and /
or their obligations under Clause 27.2 (Financial condition)]]; or

(c) the validity or enforceability of, or the effectiveness or ranking of any Security
granted or purporting to be granted pursuant to any of, the Finance
Documents or the rights or remedies of any Finance Party under any of the
Finance Documents.]’

(See The Association of Corporate Treasurers, ‘The Act Borrower’s Guide to the LMA’s
Investment Grade Agreements’ (2017), at 40, available at https://www.treasurers.org/
LMA-guide-2017)

Business MAC ‘Material Adverse Effect’ means a material adverse effect on:
the business, operations, [prospects,] property or condition (financial or otherwise) of
the Borrower [and its Subsidiaries taken together].

Market MAC ‘The obligations of each Arranger [and Underwriter] under the Mandate Documents
are subject to there being, in its [reasonable] opinion, no event or circumstance
(including any material adverse change or the continuation of any circumstance)
which, in its [reasonable] opinion, has [materially] adversely affected or [might OR
could] OR [will OR would] [materially] adversely affect:

(a) the international or any relevant domestic syndicated loan market [which, in
the [reasonable] opinion of the Arrangers [and Underwriters], could prejudice
successful syndication (as defined above)];

(b) the political situation in [JURISDICTION OR REGION] [which, in the
[reasonable] opinion of the Arrangers [and Underwriters], could prejudice
successful syndication (as defined above)].’

(See Practical Law Finance, ‘Material adverse change clause (including market MAC
wording) for a mandate letter’ available at https://www.lexisnexis.co.uk/legal/
guidance/loan-market-association-mandate-letter-commentary-on-mac-clause)

Future Test MAC Any event or circumstance occurs which in the reasonable opinion of the Bank will/
could/ may/ might or is reasonably likely to have a Material Adverse Effect.

Past and Present MAC Any event or circumstance occurs which the Majority Lenders reasonably believe has
or has resulted to have a Material Adverse Effect.

Broad MAC ‘Material Adverse Effects’ means any change in circumstances which, in the opinion of
the banks, constitutes a material adverse change in the condition or circumstances of
the borrower.

(Continued )
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It can also contribute to a greater accessibility to finance, increased creditor recovery, and to alleviating
investor risk. The last of these, inter alia, also promotes greater financial stability.46

Active debt governance, nevertheless, is not without its shortcomings. Excessive creditor control
might aggravate conflicts of interests between shareholders and creditors.47 Debt governance might
also have a ‘hold-up effect’ on the borrowers.48 This typically happens when creditors attempt to
extract surplus value from the borrower by granting waivers and requesting monetary compensation
(amendment fees) or when they increase the charges above the initially agreed interest rate. The ben-
efits and drawbacks of debt governance and its relevance to MAC clauses form the discussion basis of
the following sections (a)–(g).

(a) Bonding, incentivising, and disciplining the borrower

This section identifies the bonding (restricting), incentivising, and disciplining functions of MAC
clauses in debt finance. First, it examines how MAC clauses potentially contribute to solving informa-
tion asymmetry problems between the borrowers and lenders. Secondly, it investigates how MAC
clauses could be useful to borrowers’ other corporate constituencies, for instance, borrowers’ guaran-
tors or other creditors. It thus mainly focuses on the moral hazard by the borrower and the relevance
of MAC clauses in countering the borrower’s potential shirking and value-reducing behaviour.

The opportunistic behaviour of borrowers can be present at the ex-ante stage. This typically hap-
pens when the low-quality borrower is induced to misrepresent its quality. It can also arise at an
ex-post stage, when the borrower tries to behave opportunistically. In rare cases complete monitoring
by lenders could be possible, offering a ‘first-best solution (entailing optimal risk sharing)’.49 Very
often, however, full information on actions of the borrower is difficult or impossible to identify,

Narrow MAC ‘Material Adverse Effect’ means a material adverse effect on the Borrower’s payment
obligations.

Quantified MAC Material Adverse Change means a material adverse effect on the operations, results or
condition (financial or otherwise) of the Borrower in an amount equal to £10,000,000
or more.

MAC covering the
Borrower

‘Material Adverse Effect’ means, in relation to any event or circumstance or series or
circumstances, an effect which is materially adverse to:

(a) the operations, financial results or financial condition of the Borrower;

(b) the ability of the Borrower to comply its payment obligations under a Finance
Document.

MAC covering the
Borrower’s Group

‘Material Adverse Effect’ means a material adverse effect on:

(a) the business, operations, property, condition (financial or otherwise) or
prospects of the Borrower’s Group taken as a whole

(b) the ability of the Borrower’s Group taken as a whole to comply with its obligations
under this Agreement or the Finance Documents to which it is a party.

Table 4. (Continued.)

46J Armour et al ‘How do creditor rights matter for debt finance? A review of empirical evidence’ in F Dahan (ed) Research
Handbook on Secured Financing in Commercial Transactions (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2015) ch 1.

47Nini et al, above n 44, at 1747.
48B Klein et al ‘Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process’ (1978) 21 The Journal of

Law and Economics 297.
49Hölmstrom, above n 17, at 74. Arguably, this might not necessarily be a ‘first-best’ solution when one considers the costs

involved.
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and monitoring costs may contribute to this problem.50 Compared to non-bank lenders, such as alter-
native credit providers, commercial banks have more expertise in collecting relevant information and
monitoring borrowers. Thus, when the borrower has both types of lenders, non-bank lenders free ride
(rely) on these less costly interaction-abilities of banks for monitoring and renegotiating.51

As a contingency in the financing agreements, MAC clauses have a direct effect on the renegoti-
ation design. They impact the outcome of renegotiation due to their influence on the default outcome
and the allocation of bargaining power. MAC clauses could be relied on as a threat of exit to intervene
in the borrower’s governance as mechanisms for refusing to lend further or accelerating financing.
These threat-of-exit or governance (voice) functions of MAC clauses could be used ‘not only to redress
slack but also to obtain a favourable renegotiation of the lending terms’.52

Renegotiating the terms of financing by relying on a MAC event could also be a useful signal to
other stakeholders, such as company’s guarantors or other business counterparties. It also contributes
to the dynamic completion of the financing agreement and allocation of the control rights ex-post.53

As a result, such renegotiation has implications on the adverse incentives of the borrower and influ-
ences the contract security design. MAC clauses also represent the borrower’s promise made to the
lenders not to undertake value-reducing actions or enter into debt diluting transactions to a significant
extent. These effects constitute the restricting-bonding function of MAC clauses. By prohibiting itself
to exercise value-reducing actions ex-post, the borrower decreases its default probability and increases
its borrowing capacity ex-ante.

Additionally, four kinds of disciplining effects of MAC clauses can be distinguished. First, the threat of
refusing to lend (or to lend further) or exercising a MAC event of default, as a ground for renegotiating or
accelerating the financing agreement, constitutes a broader de facto transfer of control rights in favour of
the lender.54 Secondly, MAC as an event of default could have a negative effect on the borrower and could
be used as a penalising element in its future dealings or even pose a threat to the existence of the com-
pany.55 The empirical evidence suggests that when the creditors share default information about their cli-
ents it has a strong adverse effect on the borrower, acting as a disciplinary device.56 The borrowers in this
scenario will be more incentivised not to breach, in contrast to the situation where creditors share not only
the relevant default information but also all the characteristics of the borrower. Since the implications of
default sharing are negative even for technical defaults, the penalising force of such an information-
revealing regime is, thus, stronger for MAC clauses. Thirdly, the disciplining effect of MAC clauses
also helps to build a reputation. This in turn requires less monitoring effort from the lenders. Finally,
the existence of the potential MAC as a cross-default is an important factor in the MAC’s nature of reveal-
ing information and incentivising cooperation between the lenders and the borrower. The danger of such
a cross-default or cross-acceleration is that it might have a domino effect in the market. Not only do MAC
clauses have an impact on the effective or excessive creditor governance, but they also have a significant
influence on the value of renegotiation and trust-building between the lenders and the borrowers.

(b) Tackling uncertainty and filling in gaps

One of the important effects of MAC clauses in debt finance is their function to tackle uncertainty,
particularly to manage the economic fallout arising from uncertainty. This feature of MAC clauses
is what also makes them different from precisely drafted financial covenants.

50Goshen and Squire, above n 26.
51M Beyahaghi et al ‘Institutional investors and loan dynamics: evidence from loan renegotiations’ (2019) 56 Journal of

Corporate Finance 482.
52Triantis and Daniels, above n 41, at 1081.
53M Roberts ‘The role of dynamic renegotiation and asymmetric information in financial contracting’ (2015) 116 Journal

of Financial Economics 61.
54Bradley and Roberts, above n 24.
55See BNP Paribas SA v Yukos Oil Co [2005] EWHC 1321 (Ch).
56AJ Padilla and M Pagano ‘Sharing default information as a borrower discipline device’ (2000) 44 European Economic

Review 1951.
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In a debt finance context especially, MAC clauses are drafted more commonly in the form of a
standard, as opposed to rule, that requires ex-ante drafting efforts.57 In this respect, they could be con-
trasted with those in M&A, where the trend of drafting MAC clauses with carve-outs (exceptions to
the definition of MAC) and often also carve-outs to the carve-outs (exceptions to those exceptions) has
assigned them some rule-like characteristics. The standard-like attributes that MAC clauses have in
debt finance provide a response in filling the gaps and countering contractual incompleteness.58

In many cases, the borrowers and the lenders are unable to describe all the possible future situa-
tions of their relationship and how it will be affected. This is the notion of incomplete contracting.
Contracting parties may rely on a vague language or accidentally overlook a problem due to bounded
rationality.59 They do not write complete contracts because of transaction costs60 or because of the
difficulty of predicting future events. A contract could also be incomplete because of information
asymmetry between the parties.61 In certain cases, writing a complete contract is precluded because
of the parties’ anonymity (pooling).

In the context of incomplete contracts, MAC clauses offer both ex-ante and ex-post contractual
protection. In a financing agreement they help manage the fallout from negative events caused by
uncertainty. These effects of MAC clauses are different from their effects with regard to moral hazard
and adverse selection. The example of COVID-19 illustrates that the negative events affecting compan-
ies were often caused by market uncertainty. In many cases it involved neither moral hazard nor
adverse selection by the borrowers. Rather, the economic fallout of many companies was due to
unforeseen exogenous market risks beyond the control of either of the parties. Unlike financial cove-
nants, which are tested periodically, MAC clauses, with their adaptive nature, provide lenders with the
opportunity to react to unforeseen events quickly and, if necessary, to initiate a dialogue with the
borrower.

In case of uncertainty, the problem for the parties arises not necessarily because of the borrower’s
opportunism, but instead because of the absence or insufficiency of important information at the ini-
tial contracting stage of the financing. MAC clauses aim to address those future events that are either
impossible to foresee or too costly to estimate because of transaction costs. This function is especially
helpful at a contract performance stage, prior to renegotiating the agreement.

The importance of addressing uncertainty through MAC clauses also has interesting implications
for the parties’ incentives and contractual renegotiation design. Goshen and Hannes find that when
the principal is competent, it becomes less efficient to rely on courts to address the incompleteness
problem as compared to extra-judicial conflict resolution techniques.62 This finding could also explain
the infrequency of MAC litigation in debt finance. In general, lenders, as principals, are competent and
have the expertise and reputation to handle problematic situations.

In short, first, MAC clauses fill in the gaps in incomplete contracts – a function that also distin-
guishes them from covenants, due to their adaptive nature. Secondly, because of their evolving nature,
and unlike financial covenants, which are commonly tested periodically, MAC clauses provide the
lender with the opportunity to initiate renegotiation or refuse to lend further to the borrower earlier
than might happen when relying on financial covenants. Thirdly, by addressing the uncertainty, MAC
clauses facilitate renegotiation of the contract and efficient allocation of decision rights ex-post. Such
an assignment of decision rights helps to solve problems of incompleteness.

57See L Kaplow ‘Rules versus standards: an economic analysis’ (1992) 42 Duke Law Journal 557.
58DA Skeel Jr and G Triantis ‘Bankruptcy’s uneasy shift to a contract paradigm’ (2018) 166 University of Pennsylvania Law

Review 1777.
59S Baker and K Krawiec ‘The penalty default canon’ (2004) 72 George Washington Law Review 663.
60R Scott and G Triantis ‘Incomplete contracts and the theory of contract design’ (2005) 56 Case Western Reserve Law

Review 187 at 191.
61A Schwartz ‘Relational contracts in the courts: an analysis of incomplete agreements and judicial strategies’ (1992) 21

The Journal of Legal Studies 271.
62Z Goshen and S Hannes ‘The death of corporate law’ (2019) 94 New York University Law Review 263.
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(c) Restructuring function of MAC

When the defaulted borrower company is cash-flow insolvent63 but is still economically viable,
rehabilitating the borrower is typically more desirable not only for the borrower itself but also for
its creditors and usually society.64 In such cases, a contractual settlement could be the optimal solu-
tion. It is submitted that MAC clauses in financing agreements have a private (contractual) restructur-
ing function. MAC clauses function as a de facto private (contractual) debt restructuring regime
bargained for by the parties. Unlike financial covenants, they provide an opportunity to initiate the
contractual restructuring earlier, if needed. This is because, unlike with financial covenants, there is
no periodic testing timeframe for MAC clauses.

Among the motivations for considering a private resolution mechanism (as opposed to mandatory
state-dictated procedures) after the occurrence of financial distress, are the following: (i) the ban on
contractual bankruptcy regime aggravates underinvestment, unlike a bankruptcy contract, which
could potentially mitigate underinvestment;65 (ii) although there are many lenders who might have
heterogeneous preferences and who do not necessarily lend simultaneously, the contracting parties
could organise their bankruptcy contracts;66 (iii) additionally, when drafting legal rules legislators
should consider the parties’ competence to contract on bankruptcy matters.67

The ex-ante stage in the lending process represents the contractual bargaining and the ex-ante costs
of insolvency. By being permitted to privately contract due to a MAC event of default, as opposed to
using those procedures presented by the state, the parties to debt financing agreements could alleviate
two ex-post agency costs of debt: (i) inefficient delay of insolvency of an insolvent firm, and (ii) adopt-
ing the procedure in favour of managers of the company rather than optimising returns to creditors.68

In this regard, MAC clauses are connected to the Creditors’ Bargain theory,69 viewing bankruptcy
through the lens of bargaining between the lenders and the borrower.

MAC clauses in debt finance offer four perspectives to the contractual versus state-supplied insolv-
ency regime discussion. First, they could be viewed as an early warning signal (protection) for cred-
itors. Other, weakly adjusting, or non-adjusting, creditors could free ride on the contractual effects and
protection offered by MAC clauses. This will also save on their monitoring costs.

Secondly, should things go wrong on the borrower’s side, the lenders have an option to leverage the
borrower into renegotiating the financing agreement. This solution, offered by MAC clauses, generates
a private restructuring impulse for those borrowers who are in financial trouble, but fall short of
insolvency. By including MAC clauses in the financing agreement, the parties contractually create
an incentive for a rehabilitation procedure that could be beneficial ex-post and induce the borrower
to choose efficiently. By choosing to renegotiate rather than terminate the loan on the occurrence
of a MAC event of default both the lender and the borrower benefit. For the borrower, such a contrac-
tual restructuring could save it from potential cross-defaults or cross-acceleration under other finan-
cing arrangements. For the lender, the advantages of renegotiation in reliance on a MAC clause are
twofold. It provides strong leverage over the borrower because the lender exercises its voice (ie the
lender ‘forgives’ such a default) rather than using it to exit the relationship. This, arguably, incentivises
the borrower to facilitate its recovery. This restructuring option could potentially have a beneficial
impact also for other lenders who choose to restructure instead of racing to collect. Furthermore,
the non-adjusting (involuntary) creditors can free ride on the functions performed by strong creditors

63Company’s cash-flow insolvency depends on whether company can pay its debt when they are due. See Insolvency Act
1986, s 123.

64J Payne ‘Debt restructuring in English law: lessons from the United States and the need for reform’ (2014) Law Quarterly
Review 282.

65A Schwartz ‘Contracting about bankruptcy’ (1997) 13 Journal of Law, Economics and Organization 127.
66Ibid.
67See E Warren and JL Westbrook ‘Contracting out of bankruptcy: an empirical intervention’ (2005) 118 Harvard Law

Review 1197.
68A Schwartz ‘A normative theory of business bankruptcy’ (2005) 91 Virginia Law Review 1199.
69Skeel and Triantis, above n 58.
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and rely on the latter’s decision to renegotiate via a MAC clause as an information screen. This will
result in positive externalities for the non-adjusting creditors. On the other hand, such a private
restructuring could be to the disadvantage of certain types of creditors (negative externalities).

Thirdly, if the private restructuring regime proves to be sub-optimal, the lenders have the option to
rely on the MAC as an event of default and accelerate the facility. This termination might adversely
affect not only the borrower but also the lenders and their market reputation. The mere occurrence
of a MAC as an event of default in financing agreements does not necessarily entail insolvency pro-
ceedings. However, given the reputation concerns and the market expertise of the lender, an acceler-
ation of the loan on the account of the MAC as an event of default can be a potential signal for the
borrower’s insolvency or severe financial distress.70 This signal of MAC could be alarming not only for
sophisticated lenders but also for involuntary creditors.

Fourthly, the cross-default effect of MAC clauses should be considered. Unlike a cross-default of
technical defaults (eg maintenance covenants), cross-default on the account of the MAC acts as a
nuclear weapon for the creditors’ race to collect. This is because the high threshold for proving
MAC, coupled with its deal-centric implications (legal, financial, reputational risks) and market-
centric implications (cost of finance, lender competition, contract drafting, enforcement) makes
such a cross-default option a weapon of last resort. The possibility of cross-default affects the conver-
sation between the lender and the borrower, and especially the borrower’s incentives.

This restructuring function of MAC clauses is also different from technical or manufactured
defaults related to covenant provisions. Although the latter could motivate the contractual parties
to amend the terms of financing, they do not amount in their essence and magnitude to the substantial
rehabilitation of the on-the-edge borrower. Moreover, the contracting-about-distress function of MAC
clauses also potentially explains the prevailing absence of litigating debt financing agreements based
on the MAC as an event of default.

(d) Countering creditor opportunism, solving overprotection, or stimulating balance?

MAC clauses contribute to countering borrower opportunism and also, in certain instances, to creditor
opportunism. This section identifies the relevant patterns of creditor opportunism and overprotection
and investigates the role of MAC clauses in addressing these issues. By doing so it also aims to high-
light the beneficial role of MAC clauses for the borrower and other corporate constituencies, as distinct
from their more typical role of favouring lenders in financing agreements.

One explanation for the infrequency of MAC litigation, especially in debt finance, could be the
lenders’ diversification of risks and monetary satisfaction from the borrowers’ default via the credit
default swaps (CDS).71 Such risk-decoupling by lenders is in addition to their extraction of wealth
from the borrowers via the contractual waiver mechanism for breaches.

On the one hand, there could be a clash between the renegotiation route through a potential MAC
event of default and the lender’s private benefits arising from CDS. This is because it could be socially
optimal to renegotiate the financing agreement on account of a potential MAC event of default, especially
in situations that do not necessarily involve borrower-opportunism but where the renegotiation is man-
dated by uncertainty in the markets. In these situations, overprotected, less incentivised lenders (‘ineffi-
cient empty creditors’)72 often refuse to renegotiate with borrowers to collect their CDS payments, even
when renegotiation via contractual out-of-court restructuring would be the socially beneficial alternative.

On the other hand, MAC clauses and CDS are creditor protection mechanisms against the bor-
rower’s default. Both require a charge of an insurance premium and play an important role in

70See BNP Paribas, above n 55.
71HTC Hu and BS Black ‘Debt, equity and hybrid decoupling: governance and systemic risk implications’ (2008) 14

European Financial Management 663.
72P Bolton and M Oehmke ‘Credit default swaps and the empty creditor problem’ (2011) 24 Review of Financial Studies

2617.
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times of borrower financial distress. Despite this, there are several differences between them. First,
MAC clauses in debt financing agreements involve a private borrower/lender (direct) relationship.
In contrast, despite its contractual nature, CDS is of a more public nature. It covers a lender/hedge-
provider relationship and, in the case of a ‘naked CDS’, a hedge-provider/speculator (synthetic)
relationship.

Secondly, unlike MAC clauses, CDS does not have an important role outside the borrower’s finan-
cial distress. The exception to this could be the signalling function of the hedging prices of the bor-
rower when the borrower hedges its economic risk. It is argued that lenders could rely on the hedging
mechanism (eg the borrower’s hedging prices) to monitor the borrower’s situation. The contract spe-
cifications of borrower’s hedging could be used as an information revelation mechanism for the lender.
It could be used as a precaution on its own but could also be an early warning signal for either renego-
tiation of the financing agreement on the grounds of a potential MAC event of default or contribute to
the establishing of the actual MAC event of default. Often hedging agreements, in particular the bor-
rower’s hedging price, will be more important in terms of a lender’s ability to monitor moral hazard by
the borrower than some of the information covenants that the borrower provides the lender in the
covenant-lite agreements. Derivatives are additional monitoring mechanisms that could act as an
early signalling tool for the lender in establishing a MAC as an event of default or as a potential
event of default for renegotiating the terms.

Thirdly, while the lenders could rely on technical defaults (eg financial covenants) to trigger the
benefits of the CDS, they cannot as easily seek to rely on the MAC event of default as an opportunity
to gain private benefits. Relying wrongly on a MAC event as a basis for leveraging to renegotiate or
terminate could be disastrous for the lenders themselves. This is because the risk of high reputation
damage because of wrongful acceleration on the account of the MAC event of default might stop
opportunistic lenders and incentivise them to renegotiate – preventing the inefficient liquidation of
the borrower. This effect of MAC clauses could be beneficial in the context of addressing ‘faux
defaults’ (artificially manufactured technical defaults).73 Faux defaults benefit the lender, which can
subsequently extract benefits from its CDS arrangement because of the borrower’s default. In some
cases, the manufactured technical defaults could also be a result of a dishonest arrangement between
the contracting parties, whereby the borrower, for instance, agrees to intentionally default, subject to
receiving more funding from the lender.

The problem associated with opportunistic lender behaviour due to the risk-decoupling effects of
CDS is not only that it creates negative implications for the borrower company – by not allowing it
to renegotiate or by forcing it into inefficient liquidation – but also that ineffective liquidation often
causes negative externalities on the financial system as a whole.74 The difficulty in preventing faux
defaults, due to the fact that they are speculative and can be played by deceitful lender-borrower cooper-
ation, does not apply to the MAC event of default. Arguably, MAC clauses could help to solve this empty
creditor problem and thus facilitate a market for debt governance. The risk and the cost of wrongful
acceleration in reliance on MAC clauses with their negative implications should discourage opportunistic
lenders from pursuing the CDS route as a way of earning money. Overall, the features of MAC clauses in
debt finance and their connection to CDS and risk decoupling differentiate them from MAC in M&A.

Nevertheless, CDS also has advantages: it helps those riskier firms that would otherwise not have
received finance to get access. CDS makes the financial markets more efficient and thus enhances cap-
ital allocation.75 It provides a creditor with the opportunity to protect against the borrower’s default
with fewer transaction costs and more accuracy. The relationship between the CDS and MAC could
also be viewed as one complementing the other, where MAC clauses help to balance the benefits of
the CDS while simultaneously also preventing creditor opportunism.

73HTC Hu ‘Corporate distress, credit defaults swaps and defaults: information and traditional, contingent and empty cred-
itors’ (2018) 13 Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial & Commercial Law 5.

74Y Yadav ‘The case for a market in debt governance’ (2014) 67 Vanderbilt Law Review 771.
75R Stulz ‘Credit default swaps and the credit crisis’ (2010) 24 Journal of Economic Perspectives 73.
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The second explanation for the infrequency of MAC litigation in debt finance is the ability of lenders
to transfer loans.76 When making financing decisions lenders provisionally calculate the riskiness of the
borrower in their cost of finance. Lenders interested in minimising their risk exposure from the default of
an individual borrower might look for techniques to transfer their loans and diversify their risk.

Unlike CDS, which allows lenders to hedge their economic exposure, some loan transfer mechan-
isms (eg assignment or novation) – but not all (eg sub-participation)77 – enable lenders to cease their
relationship with the borrower.78 Such a risk diversification strategy might affect lenders’ incentives
and the extent of involvement in monitoring the borrower.79 In the context of the application of
MAC clauses, this additionally raises the question of socially optimal renegotiation of the financing
agreement in reliance on a MAC event and lenders’ incentives to transfer the loan. This also touches
upon an important tension between ‘the right of the borrower to prevent or limit the transfer of the
debt and the right of lender to alienate its own property, namely the debt or the proceeds’.80

(e) Establishing relationship lending

By facilitating debt governance both within and outside the borrower’s financial distress, MAC clauses
contribute to establishing relationship lending between the lenders and the borrower.

Compared to transactions, among the characteristic attributes of relations are their: (i) internal cap-
acity for growth and change; (ii) dependence on further cooperation and continuous further planning
of substantive activities; and (iii) consideration of trouble as expressly or tacitly demonstrated as an
aspect of normal life.81 Relational contracts are used when, for various reasons, ‘writing a complete,
state-contingent contract is either impossible or impractical’.82 They regulate a continuing relation-
ship.83 In relational contracts the imposition or threat of enforcing relational or informal sanctions,
such as termination of financing or discontinuation of business relation or trade, induces promise-
keeping.84 The effectiveness of these sanctions has been explained on the basis that legal sanctions
‘form the information basis for unleashing relational sanctions’.85 Relational finance concentrates spe-
cifically on the essence of the debtor-creditor relationship. It incentivises the creditor to ensure bene-
ficial financial coordination and control, with the derived gains accumulating to all stakeholders.86

The information-revealing effects of MAC clauses incentivise the borrower to act in a value-
maintaining manner, while simultaneously holding back the opportunistic lender from damaging
the ongoing relationship. They also help to build trust between the parties and provide both with
the opportunity to either establish or improve their market reputation. Trust in a lending relationship
provides the possibility to access financing at a cost that is not affected by prior defaults.87 Although a
term loan (or a syndicated loan) might seem to fall into the transactional category, the long-term
nature of the loan might cause various relational aspects to emerge.88

76A detailed discussion of loan transfers is beyond the scope of this paper.
77L Gullifer and J Payne ‘Corporate finance law: principles and policy’ (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 3rd edn, 2020) p 478.
78Ibid, pp 437–438.
79Ibid, p 95.
80Ibid, p 486.
81IR Macneil ‘The many futures of contracts’ (1974) 47 Southern California Law Review 691; Baker and Choi, above n 28,

at 567.
82Baker and Choi, above n 28, at 567; S Macaulay ‘Non-contractual relations in business: a preliminary study’ (1963) 28(1)

American Sociological Review 55.
83Schwartz, above n 68.
84Baker and Choi, above n 28, at 559.
85Ibid, at 606.
86RE Scott ‘A relational theory of secured financing’ (1986) 86 Columbia Law Review 901.
87R Thakor and R Merton ‘Trust in lending’ (2018) NBERWorking Paper 24778, available at https://www.nber.org/system/

files/working_papers/w24778/w24778.pdf.
88Macneil, above n 81.
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These relational effects of MAC clauses are beneficial both for the lenders and for the borrowers.
Lenders are attracted to investing in relationship lending and collecting client-related valuable data, as
this will put them ahead of their less-informed competitors. It also enables them to continue lending
to those firms with which they have established a relationship, despite having previously lent a large
amount of money, since lenders can limit their risk through various risk-diversification techniques (eg
CDS).89 This relational aspect is especially true in private debt agreements, which are often structured
based on the previously existing lender-borrower relationship.90

For borrowers, it is beneficial to work with a relationship-lending partner due to such lender’s bet-
ter knowledge of the specifics of its business. Relationship lending helps parties to overcome informa-
tion problems and minimise the social costs that are connected to financial distress. It also helps to
reduce moral hazard, as with the repeat of the situation the ‘dysfunctional behavior is more accurately
revealed’.91 The potential problem in establishing relationship lending is that it also produces informa-
tional monopoly that might have a hold-up effect on the borrower. This is because a relational lender
will be able to offer financing on better terms than other potential new lenders.

This feature of MAC clauses in financing agreements is not present in their application in M&A
agreements. Compared to financing agreements, M&A transactions are typically one-off transactions.
Such a difference is one more example of the different applications of MAC clauses in debt finance and
M&A.

(f) Serving as a penalty default rule?

From a functional perspective MAC clauses potentially operate as a penalty default rule. By incorpor-
ating them in financing agreements, the objective is to incentivise parties (typically the borrowers) to
reveal information and to take precautions against risks.

The penalty default rule theory – describing how courts and legislative bodies should develop
default rules – was coined by Ayres and Gertner.92 According to this theory, instead of incorporating
default rules that the parties would have preferred had they had time and money to draft a complete
agreement, in certain circumstances the penalty default rules should be more appropriate.93 Penalty
default rules are those default rules that the parties would prefer to refrain from using, due to their
penalising nature.

From a functional perspective, the notion of the penalty defaults best explains the role and implica-
tions of MAC clauses in debt finance.94 Unlike immutable rules which cannot be contracted upon,
MAC clauses as default rules are incorporated into the agreements to govern the contractual relation-
ship, unless the parties contract around them.95 Such information-forcing rules are useful and reason-
able in the presence of information asymmetry. MAC clauses act as a penalty default rule in financing
agreements for the more informed party, typically the borrower, by incentivising it to reveal informa-
tion to the uninformed party, usually the lender. When the objective of the MAC penalty default rule
is to inform the ‘relatively uninformed contracting party [the lender], the penalty default should be
against the relative informed party [the borrower]’.96 MAC clauses also encourage both the borrower
and the lender to reveal already known information to third parties, for instance the courts.

89Stulz, above n 75.
90Whitehead, above n 21.
91Hölmstrom, above n 17, at 90.
92I Ayres and R Gertner ‘Filling gaps in incomplete contracts: an economic theory of default rules’ (1990) 99 Yale Law

Journal 87; I Ayres ‘Ya-huh: there are and should be penalty defaults’ (2006) 33 Florida State University Law Review 589.
93Ayres and Gertner, ibid.
94Ibid, at 103.
95They are typically included in the standard form LMA documentation.
96Ayres and Gertner, above n 92, at 103, but see E Maskin ‘On the rationale for penalty default rules’ (2006) 33 Florida

State University Law Review 557; EA Posner ‘There are no penalty default rules in contract law’ (2006) 33 Florida State
University Law Review 563.
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The idea behind including MAC clauses in financing agreements is to encourage the party that does
not want to reveal information (ie the borrower), to reveal it for strategic purposes. Although the pen-
alty default is usually employed in this context against the borrower, sometimes it will be possible to
implement the MAC penalty default rule against the lender, specifically to force the lender to reveal
the risk to the borrower or to take precautions against it. This is because the lender is in the best pos-
ition to protect itself from foreseeable risks. The incorporation of MAC clauses, with their
information-forcing function, allows the less informed party (typically the lender) to take precautions
by more engagement with the borrower. These preventive measures will also be beneficial to other
lenders of the borrower, and in this way, arguably, also for society more generally.97

Although MAC clauses are not statutory mechanisms, from a functional perspective they could still
be regarded as an example of penalty default rules for the following reasons. First, the notion of pen-
alty default rules applies not only to statutes but also to common law developed default rules.98 As
illustrated by the case law on MAC clauses, judges interpret MAC clauses functionally similarly to pen-
alty default rules.99 Secondly, for the ‘stickiness’ argument of penalty default rules MAC clauses are
usually the norm rather than the exception. They are often incorporated in the LMA standard docu-
mentation. This almost mandatory incorporation of MAC clauses in financing agreements is often
true even in the case of covenant-lite leveraged credit agreements. Incorporation and contracting
around penalty default MAC clauses give rise to different types of contractual pooling and separating
equilibria, therefore minimising the inefficiency of strategic pooling.100

Developing the MAC penalty default rule with case law will be the optimal route. Only upon a suf-
ficient advancement of case law could the transformation of MAC clauses into statutory form be an
option. Nevertheless, even without the incorporation of the MAC penalty default in the legislation, the
business practice of relying on MAC clauses is the norm; the recent developments of COVID-19 will
make the application of MAC clauses even stickier. The penalty default rationale of MAC clauses has
been developed through case law101 and is still in its initial stage. More MAC-related litigation is
needed to better develop this rule. This does not mean, however, that one cannot develop the penalty
default rationale of MAC clauses through precedents, then make it statutory and further continue its
development through case law.

(g) Exit: signalling with acceleration

Having examined the ex-post effects of MAC clauses outside of the borrower’s severe financial distress,
this section focuses on analysing the ex-post effects of MAC clauses during the borrower’s severe
financial distress.

As examined in Part 3, MAC clauses have ex-ante screening effect. From a different angle, MAC
clauses also have ex-post signalling effects in times of borrowers’ financial distress. A lender’s ex-post
decision to accelerate a loan due to a MAC as an event of default could be analysed as a strong signal to
the market that there is something wrong with the borrower.

The famous practical example of such an acceleration based on a MAC event of default under
English law is BNP Paribas v Yukos Oil.102 In this case the multi-million dollar syndicated facility
was accelerated by the agent bank on the ground that there had been a MAC event of default
(among other defaults) by the borrower. Shortly after the acceleration by the syndicate, insolvency pro-
ceedings were initiated against the borrower, resulting in the liquidation of the company.

97JS Johnston ‘Strategic bargaining and the economic theory of contract default rules’ (1990) 100 Yale Law Journal 615 at
616.

98Ayres (2006), above n 92, at 591, fn 8.
99Ayres (2006), above n 92, at 603.
100Ayres and Gertner, above n 92, at 112–113.
101For example, see Grupo Hotelero Urvasco SA v Carey Value Added SL [2013] EWHC 1039 (Comm) at [364].
102BNP Paribas, above n 55.
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Given the significant transaction costs, as well as the reputational, legal, and financial risks arising
as a result of the uncertainty and the high threshold involved in litigating a MAC event of default, the
borrower’s decision to litigate could also be interpreted as a signal of the borrower’s strong quality.
Arguably, it is often a courageous borrower who would make the alleged position of its materially
adverse financial distress public, were it not confident that the lender had wrongfully terminated
financing. Looking at the experience of buyers or sellers in litigating MAC in the context of M&A
deals in the majority of litigated US and English cases, those sellers that have litigated a MAC were
successful in proving its non-occurrence. By litigating the occurrence of a MAC event, a strong bor-
rower might also achieve a renegotiation of the financing terms.

Conclusion

The pre-contractual (ex-ante) and contractual (ex-post) effects of MAC clauses in debt finance have
been largely overlooked, both in law and in finance. This paper is the first to study these
law-and-economics effects of MAC clauses in commercial debt financing agreements. To this end it
proposed a novel Multifunctional Effects Approach of MAC clauses in debt finance. The paper relied
on this approach to explain that apart from the termination of facilities MAC clauses have various
other effects.

First, the paper argued that MAC clauses have beneficial ex-ante and ex-post effects that could be
relied on not only by lenders but in certain circumstances also by borrowers and other corporate
constituencies. It studied the ex-ante screening effects of MAC clauses in debt finance. Secondly,
the paper argued that MAC clauses also have various contractual effects that should not be
limited to the information asymmetry problem: the paper suggested that MAC clauses also play
an important role in improving governance, decoupling debt, providing restructuring impulses,
countering uncertainty, potentially, having the effect of a penalty default rule, and having signalling
effects.

The paper concludes that it is the ex-post functions of MAC that are more observable in practice.
From those functions, some overlap with covenants, which, coupled with other creditor protection
mechanisms, show the tendency of lenders to overprotect themselves. Often such overprotection is
technical, but in certain cases it could cause creditor opportunism. What really distinguishes MAC
clauses from covenants is their adaptive nature. Compared to covenants, which primarily address
the renowned moral hazard issue, MAC clauses also aim to address uncertainty – they do not
necessarily protect the parties from the risk, rather they help to manage the fallout. They initiate
renegotiation and, in this way, help to reduce both the costs to the parties and the social
(welfare) costs to society. Additionally, covenants do not address creditor opportunism, unlike
MAC clauses.

The existence of relational finance, the lenders’ reputation in the market, risk-decoupling strategies,
and increased market competition amongst institutional and non-institutional lenders force both types
of lenders to be careful before accelerating finance on account of a MAC as an event of default. This
important feature of debt finance is primarily what makes MAC clauses in debt finance different from
their application in M&A. This potentially also explains why during both the 2008 financial crisis and
the COVID-19 crisis there was a spark of MAC litigation in M&A agreements, but none, to the best of
our knowledge, in debt finance.

Thus, the potential of MAC clauses in debt finance is not fully utilised, due to the unique charac-
teristics of debt finance (market reputation, risk diversification techniques, domino effect as a result of
cross-default, etc). This significantly undermines the role and efficiency of MAC clauses in debt
finance, as lenders rely on other contractual protection mechanisms to offset the risks more efficiently.
However, it would be oversimplistic to conclude that because of this MAC clauses in debt finance are
inefficient. Rather, their role in debt finance should be more important for the renegotiation of debt
finance and less so for termination. Based on the litigation of MAC in COVID-19-related M&A deals,
it seems that the same trend is developing for MAC in M&A, where the threat of termination in
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reliance on a MAC clause is used to initiate conversation between the parties and to reduce the acqui-
sition price.103

Whether tactical renegotiation on the account of MAC should be allowed is a separate question.
From an efficiency point of view, based on transaction costs and the inherent incompleteness of con-
tracts, the answer should be yes. Moreover, MAC clauses are also unique in that they are incorporated
only in high-profile financing and M&A deals, typically involving sophisticated commercial parties
who can calculate their risks and modify their contractual language accordingly. The threat of renego-
tiation and termination can also have a positive effect on the incentives of the parties.

103For an example, see Tiffany v LVMH Moët Hennessy-Louis Vuitton SE No 2020-0768 (Del Ch Sept 9, 2020).
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